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VOTE ANC
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Switch banks and save
801486_CSS_E

over R1 000 per year in bank fees

Deposit your salary into a Capitec Bank savings account and get the lowest transaction fees.
It could mean a saving of over R1000 per year based on typical transactions per month:
4 ATM withdrawals (R2,25), 5 debit orders (R2,25), 2 balance enquiries (free), 2 statements (R1,75),
2 inter-account transfers (R2,25), monthly fee (R3,75) and 4 debit card purchases (free).
Now compare your fees and make the right choice. Also get the highest interest on daily savings.

Global One Banking Facility

Terms and conditions apply. 24-hour Client Care Centre 0860 10 20 43 or visit www.capitecbank.co.za
An authorised ﬁnancial services and credit provider. Capitec Bank Limited Reg. No.: 1980/003695/06 NCR Reg. No.: NCRCP13
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The national elections are a chance for all citizens, young and old, to join the struggle gor a better life for all South Africans

National Executive Committee report
The NEC met in Cape Town from 6-7 March. Decisions taken include the following:
Teacher Development
Arising out of a report from the Hedcom Teacher
Development Sub-committee, NEC decided:
• To monitor the Department of Education teacher
development programme in provinces;
• To ensure that recruitment is also done in rural areas, and
information on bursaries is available;
• To monitor the placement of newly qualiﬁed teachers;
and
• To warn members of any service providers who are not
recognised.
On gender, NEC decided that:
• Provinces, regions and branches that have not allocated
funding for gender activities should be encouraged to do
so;
• Support to be given to the new gender conveners to
enable gender committees to meet and to draw up
programmes to implement adopted activities;
• Capacity-building programmes to be budgeted for to
build the organisation and its vibrancy from below;
• The women development programmes to be aligned with
the election work in hot spot areas. The content of this
programme includes:
- understanding trade unions in a changing context;
- the challenge and role of leadership;
- basic gender theory and gender tools of analysis; and
- the history of the trade union movement.
SADTU HIV&AIDS Prevention and Palliative
Care for Teachers Orphans and Vulnerable
Children (PPCT-OVC 2009)
NEC decided:
• Leaders must lead by example and encourage more
members to know their status. The earlier the detection
the more eﬀective the intervention. There was a low
uptake of VCT. Even where leaders were aﬀorded an
opportunity the response was low – how much more
so for the membership? This concern does not in any
way undermine the rights of any leader or member with

regard to privacy and disclosure.
• In taking the project forward it was important that we
integrate the PPCT-OVC into the union activities so that
they are able to meet the strict timelines as set by the
project funder.
SACCOM, NEC decided:
• To endorse a programme for ﬁrst aid training for 15
sports convenors in each province; and
• To hold a sports festival in Free State to coincide with
World Teachers’ Day on 5 October.

Elections campaign
The NEC adopted the proposals of the Campaign
Committee:
• T-shirts and stickers provided by the National Oﬃce with
provinces encouraged to print more t-shirts; and
• The National Oﬃce to provide a simpliﬁed one-page
pamphlet that will highlight the gains the organisation
has made.
NEC also endorsed the following mobilisation
programme:
• All provinces to establish a core team of volunteers in every
region and branch in order to successfully participate in
the ANC mobilisation programmes across the country.
• Visible magnetic ANC branding material for the FTSS
cars and oﬃce bearers and organisers be arranged in
preparation for an intensive mobilization towards the
2009 general elections.
• Each branch and region to establish a voter education
team.
• Provinces to provide support for volunteers during the
mobilisation programme.
• SADTU to acquire its own portable loud hailers to be
used during the mobilization programmes and future
activities.
• Detailed region-speciﬁc programmes of mobilisation to
be developed.
Given the real possibility that some national and provincial

leaders may be elected into legislatures, NEC also resolved
that Provincial General Councils will meet in August
and National General Council in September to elect
replacements.
NEC also debated the need to maintain contact and
accountability of SADTU leaders deployed to legislatures
and resolved to develop a modus operandi for working with
its deployees.

Quality Learning and Teaching Campaign
NEC agreed that provincial structures should assist in
establishing provincial QLTC structures and with provincial
launches of the campaign. Also fulltime shop stewards and
high proﬁle leaders in each province would be designated to
assist with the campaign.

Collective bargaining
On the salary adjustment for 2009, NEC resolved:
• To demand a salary adjustment of 12% plus real wage
increments;
• Implementation date to be 1 April; and
• A single term agreement.
In regard to beneﬁts, NEC resolved:
• that the union should demand a universal housing
allowance for all, based on the current cost of houses;
• to call for the implementation of the national health
insurance scheme by government;
• that danger allowance be extended to educators; and
• that all outstanding issues on Occupation Speciﬁc
Dispensation should be speedily concluded, e.g. long
service, recognition of qualiﬁcations, pension payouts etc.

International solidarity
NEC endorsed joint cooperation programmes with the
American Federation of Teachers to assist to build capacity
amongst the Botswana teacher unions (Botswana Teachers’
Union and Botswana Secondary Teachers’ Union), and the
Zimbabwean teacher unions (Zimbabwe Teachers’ Union
and Progressive Teachers’ Union of Zimbabwe).
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VOTE

ANC
EDITORIAL

“Education must be elevated from being a
departmental issue, or even a government issue,
to a societal issue – one that occupies
the attention and energy of all our people.”

– Comrade Jacob Zuma, January 8th ANC statement
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A

s the largest trade union in education and the public
service, representing 240 000 teachers, SADTU has no
hesitation in endorsing the programme of the African
National Congress, and calls on all members to campaign and
vote for the ANC.
SADTU’s recent National Executive Committee (NEC) had this
to say about the broad challenges facing us:
On the political front we face crucial National General
Elections that will determine the political trajectory and balance
of class forces in this country for a generation to come. Let us
be in no doubt that the ruling class project – now led by Cope
– is mounting a life and death struggle to turn back the gains of
Polokwane.
That is why, as SADTU, we do not apologise that we have
declared the elections a priority for us and have mobilised our
structures in support of the ANC election programme.
On the labour front we face a possible challenge from the
rightwing in the form of a so-called “independent” labour
federation and rumours of a break-away teacher union, led by the
erstwhile president of SADTU and COSATU.
This is mostly hot air coming from Madisha and his masters in
Cope, but still we have to be vigilant. If members are disgruntled
anywhere in this union, it is our job as leaders to respond
immediately, to get out there, and to engage with those members
and to argue our position.
On the economic front, the global ﬁnancial crisis is beginning
to impact – reﬂected in job losses and declining growth. This is
ultimately going to impact on our organisational work and on the
public service and education sector.
In the meantime, as part of COSATU, we have to continue to
resist job losses and any attempt to shift the burden of recession
onto the working class.
In terms of organisational renewal, the need to reconsider
our organisational strategy is more urgent than ever before. Our
enemies will use any diﬃculties we have, and failure of delivery,
any grievance – to help them divide the union.
That is why we need to take the OR process seriously and
implement proposals with zeal and eﬃciency. The OR debate
cannot be a boardroom discussion.
What will determine the character of the organisation is
its commitment to its founding principles, and service to
membership in action, not rhetoric and revolutionary sounding
phrases.
At the level of collective bargaining, the impact of the global
ﬁnancial crisis on wage negotiations and education budgets
should be carefully analysed. Clear, achievable demands should
be formulated within the context of the existing economic
climate.
Remember, bargaining is closest to the hearts and minds of
our members. This is where we cannot aﬀord to fail.
Our members are also educators. Improving quality public
education for all remains one of our core responsibilities.
The main campaign of the QLTC and others proposed by the
Campaigns Committee are key organisational activities involving
our members en masse, and bring us into contact with the wider
community. This is vital for the credibility of our union.
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ANC Manifesto

Working together we can do more
We have achieved much

S

outh Africa has achieved much in
the ﬁrst 15 years of democracy. This
has been possible because all our
people have worked together to overcome
the challenges facing our country. Working
together we have made apartheid history,
achieved peace and stability, made the lives
of millions of our people better, developed
the economy, and established a ﬁrm
foundation for even faster progress.

We have pushed back the
frontiers of poverty
We have pushed back the frontiers of
poverty through faster job creation, social
grants, free basic services, and the provision
of housing, electricity and water for millions
of our people. This has improved many
people’s lives.
There are now fewer people living below
the poverty line. The number of households
with access to basic services has increased
dramatically. The number of households
with electricity has increased from 58%
ten years ago to 80% today. The number of
households with running water increased
from 62% to 88%.
3.1 million subsidised houses have been
built, including 2.7 million free houses for
the poor, giving shelter to an additional 14
million people. Nearly 13 million people
receive social grants.
There is much more that still needs to
be done. But working together, learning
from the lessons of the past 15 years, we

will be able to speed
up the pace of change
and bring the beneﬁts
of freedom to all our
people.

A clear and
achievable plan
to speed up change
With your help, the
ANC has developed a
clear and achievable
plan to speed up change
in people’s lives.
More jobs and
decent work. We
will spend billions
of rands on road,
rail, telecommunications and electricity
infrastructure. We will expand the public
works programme, employing even more
people to build infrastructure and provide
social services. Government will also give
direct support to industries that will create
work and grow the economy.
Fight poverty and hunger. The ANC
will introduce a “food for all” programme
to distribute basic foods at aﬀordable prices
to poor households and communities,
and extend the school feeding scheme to
high schools. We will increase access to
secure and decent housing in integrated
communities. The ANC will expand the
provision of the child support grant to
children aged 15 to 18. This will be linked to
compulsory school attendance.

Access to quality
education for all.
To reach our goal of
free and compulsory
education for all
children, we will begin
by ensuring 60% of
schools are no-fee
schools. About ﬁve
million adults will be
taught basic literacy
and numeracy by
2012. A sustainable
Early Childhood
Education system
will be introduced to
give children a head
start in numeracy
and literacy. We will improve the quality
of schooling, particularly performance in
mathematics, science and technology. The
National Student Financial Aid Scheme will
be reviewed to enable students from poor
families to go to university.
Health care for all. We will introduce
a National Health Insurance system which
will be phased over the next ﬁve years. It
will be publicly funded and administered
and provide access to free quality health
care. We will improve quality standards
in hospitals and clinics by focusing
on recruitment, training and ﬁlling of
vacant posts. We will also upgrade health
facilities as part of a massive physical
infrastructure programme. We will speed
up implementation of the national plan

on AIDS, with the aim to reduce the rate
of new HIV infections by 50% through
an agressesive prevention campaign, and
expand access to appropriate treatment,
care and support to at least 80% of all
HIVpositive people and their
families.
Develop our rural areas. We will
intensify the land reform programme to
ensure that more land is in the hands of
the rural poor, and will provide them with
technical skills and ﬁnancial resources to
productively use the land. Government will
develop support measures to ensure more
access to markets and ﬁnance by small
farmers, including fencing and irrigation
systems. We will ensure that all rural schools
and health facilities have access to basic
infrastructure such as water and electricity
by 2014.
Build safer and secure communities.
We will establish a new modernised,
eﬃcient and transformed criminal justice
system. We will increase the capacity of
the police through recruitment, rigorous
training, better remuneration, equipping
and increasing the capacity of especially
the detective services and forensics. We
will help form street committees to help
community eﬀorts to combat crime.
Together we have achieved much in the ﬁrst
15 years of democracy. By working together,
and learning from our experiences, we can
do more to improve the quality of life of all
our people.
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Education Update

S

ADTU’s Political Commission
deliberated on the proposed Teacher
Development Summit and the Quality
Learning and Teaching Campaign

• An audit of shortages – both in terms of
absolute numbers and quality shortfalls;
and
• A needs analysis – what is it that teachers
themselves are asking for in terms of TD.

Teacher Development Summit

The main objectives of the summit include:
• Improve the quality of teaching;
• To clarify and debate the current TD
landscape in terms of policy, proposals,
and provision;
• To identify needs and shortages in terms
of skills and knowledge;
• To explore alternative models of TD,
including possible delivery models (e.g.
proposals to reopen colleges, or set up
provincial institutes);
• To begin to deﬁne and coordinate the
responsibilities/contributions of the
diﬀerent stakeholders and providers; and
• To outline a national strategic plan for
teacher development.
It is envisaged that the summit will take
place mid-year, but that a public process of
preparation will be launched – as part of the
Quality Learning and Teaching Campaign
– around April.

The commission welcomed the department’s
commitment to hold a National Teacher
Development Summit during the year. It
was recommended that SADTU establish
its own focused TD committee to distribute
information, coordinate activities, facilitate
debate within the union and to assist
SADTU to further develop its vision for
teacher training and development.
This is a major intervention which will
aﬀect all teachers in the future, and teachers
must make a powerful input to ensure that
we get it right.
Planning for the summit is underway
with the formation of a coordinating
committee including all stakeholders
– unions, DoE, SACE, ELRC and the SETA.
A technical committee will oversee research
and content issues in preparation for the
summit, including:
• A summary of where we are now in
terms of what is going on in the TD ﬁeld
in terms of policy proposals and actual
provision;
• An evaluation of current evaluation
systems/proposals – CPTD, IQMS,
NEEDU, performance-related pay;
• Comparative models of TD;

Quality Learning and Teaching
Campaign
The Political Commission reviewed
the progress of the campaign, and
recommended that SADTU provincial
structures need to work with MECs and

Kia Picanto

provincial departments to establish inclusive
provincial campaign steering committees in
order to launch the campaign at provincial
level.
The Political Commission reiterated the
decision of the National General Council
last year that the QLT Campaign needs
to be a national priority for the union. It
was also vital that we remain true to the
original vision of the campaign: that all
stakeholders – teachers, learners, parents,
communities and the Department of
Education – need to identify their diﬀerent
responsibilities and commit to carrying
these out in order to build a solid basis for
quality education.
As a reminder we have included
the pledge made by SADTU president,
comrade Thobile Ntola, at the launch of the
Campaign in October:
“We are here as stakeholders in this great
education enterprise to commit ourselves
to support the Campaign for Quality
Learning and Teaching. The Campaign
calls on all of us to clearly identify our roles
and responsibilities in delivering quality
education.
As educators we are obliged to live and
work according to the Code of Conduct
agreed by the South African Council for
Educators. As trade unionists we have
developed our own additional codes which
govern appropriate conduct of educators,
and between educators and learners and

colleagues. We have said that as part of this
campaign we will sign up to the following
non-negotiables:
As a TEACHER, in line with the South
African Council of Educators (SACE) Act
31 of 2000, I promise to:
• teach, to advance the education and the
development of learners as individuals;
• respect the dignity and rights of all
persons without prejudice;
• develop loyalty and respect for the
profession;
• be punctual, enthusiastic, well prepared
for lessons, and of sober mind and body;
• maintain good communication between
teachers and students, among teachers
themselves; and between teachers and
parents;
• provide regular information to parents
on their children's progress;
• eliminate unprofessional behaviour
such as teacher-pupil relationships,
drunkenness, drug use, assault, and
others; and
• make myself available to provide extramural activities.
As teacher unions we have called for
adequate resources, training and support
for teachers. In supporting this Campaign
for Quality Learning and Teaching, we are
also aﬃrming that as educators we have a
vital role to play in ensuring that quality
education becomes a reality for all our
children.”

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO
MEMBERS
ALL SADTU MEMBERS!
Proof of membership is required / terms and conditions apply

Get up to R4000 discount on certain vehicles bought
at any Auto Pedigree branch countrywide!
• MORE THAN 4000 VEHICLES TO CHOOSE FROM
• QUALITY, LOW KILOMETRE VEHICLES
• MOST WITH FULL HISTORY
• TOP PRICES PAID FOR TRADE-INS
• QUICK AND EASY IN-HOUSE FINANCE
AND INSURANCE
• 68 BRANCHES COUNTRYWIDE
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036
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015
015
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3836
2288
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WITBANK
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NORTH WEST
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KLERKSDORP
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013
017
013
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2293
0771
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018
014
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012

381
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0263
3006
0230
1470
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WESTERN CAPE

BELLVILLE
BRACKENFELL
GEORGE
MONTAGUE GARDENS
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PAARDEN EILAND
PAARL
PAROW
PLUMSTEAD
SOMERSET WEST
WORCESTER

021
021
044
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021
021
021
021
021
023

948
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595
510
872
930
797
852
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8040
5706
0870
3839
4848
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7711
4338
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3003

SMS your request to 33091 or phone 0860 11 11 33 or visit www.autopedigree.co.za
AUTO PEDIGREE IS AN AUTHORIZED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER (FSP NR. 26297)
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AUTO PEDIGREE – You deserve a great deal!
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Thulas Nxesi: bound for Parliament
The following interview was conducted for
COSATU’s ‘Shop Steward’ magazine.

I

t would appear that you are well
placed in the ANC national list and are
likely to end up in Parliament after the
general elections. How and why did this
come about?
I need to make the point that this is not just
about Thulas – and his individual choices.
This is the result of a collective process
– or indeed, a set of collective processes.
Within SADTU this has been canvassed
and discussed with leadership and there is
general support for the move. The union
is not a one-person show. We have capable
and dynamic leaders coming through from
our structures in the provinces, from our 50
regions and from our 500 branches.
In terms of the ANC, I have received
the support and conﬁdence of a number
of branches, all of which convinces me to
accept nomination.
Most importantly, from the side of
COSATU – on behalf of labour as a whole
– a very strong case has been made. You
will remember, as COSATU we said “swell
the ranks of the ANC”, and more recently
we called for support for tried and trusted
comrades with an allegiance to the labour
movement to strengthen the voice of the
working class in Parliament. I see this as an
essential part of that broad struggle we have
been involved in – to further strengthen
the pro-working class and pro-poor bias
of the ANC, and so deepen the national
democratic revolution.
Do you see any dangers? Individuals can
be co-opted for example.
Yes, as a movement we have to remain
very vigilant. The biggest danger is
that labour leaders, and progressives
generally, just sink into obscurity on
the backbenches of Parliament. This has
happened before.
However, I believe there are clear signs
that the role of Parliament is changing.
Parliament has hitherto appeared to be
a rubber stamp for the executive, for the
ANC in government. In recent years – and
particularly since Polokwane – you see this
changing, with Parliament becoming much
more assertive. It also seems that Parliament
will be empowered to amend the Budget
in the near future. All this is good for
strengthening our democracy, holding the
executive to account, and putting forward
the demands of the working class and the
poor.
But what can individual MPs do against
the power of the executive and the state
bureaucracy? Remember also that as an
MP you obtain your mandate from the
ANC.
This is an important issue which I believe
needs a lot of debate. Clearly all ANC MPs
owe loyalty to that organisation. This is not a
problem, especially as the progressive, proworking class character of the ANC becomes

From labour and
the left, we will
want to prioritise
certain social
issues with a direct
bearing on our
members and the
working class in
general. As MPs
who come from
the wider Alliance
we need to be true
to that vision

more pronounced. The ANC is the national
liberation movement which embraces all of
us.
But of course within the broad church
there will be diﬀerences of emphasis. From
labour and the left, we will want to prioritise
certain social issues with a direct bearing
on our members and the working class in
general. As MPs who come from the wider
Alliance we need to be true to that vision.
I believe it is therefore essential that as MPs
from a labour background we maintain close
contacts with our individual unions and
with COSATU in particular.
How would this work in practice?
That is what we need to start debating. It
seems to point to the need for separate
caucuses for the diﬀerent Alliance partners.
This could also take the form of regular
brieﬁngs and exchanges between MPs
and Alliance partners. But could this be
done without leading to suspicion and
undermining the broader unity of the ANC?
Certainly other countries seem to cope with
internal party caucuses – for example the
left-wing Tribune Group within the British
Labour Party. Any such caucus would need
to operate in an open and transparent way,
and should not promote factionalism. Again,

I think this needs a lot of thought and
comradely debate. But I have no doubt that
we can ﬁnd a suitable arrangement – after
all the Alliance itself has existed and become
stronger over many years.
COSATU has also talked about the need
for discipline amongst the labour MPs and
the possibility of recalling those who go
their own way. In other words, we are not
going to Parliament for our own individual
beneﬁt, but to represent the interests of
workers and trade unionists. Clearly all these
proposals need to be debated widely.
And what do you think you
can bring to Parliament?
Well, I think I speak for all trade union
leaders when I say that we work within
a very democratic and accountable
environment. Certainly we bring that way of
working to the parliamentary environment,
reinforcing the democratic nature of the
institution. Also, trade unionists have a
deep knowledge and understanding of the
industries in which they organise, and the
issues and challenges aﬀecting the workers
in those industries. I believe that this
knowledge can be useful to the lawmakers,
keeping them grounded and in touch with
realities on the ground.
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COPE LEADERS ARE NOT COPING

Cope offers nothing to South Africa
A rejoinder to Smuts Ngonyama’s “Can Cope lead SA out of prevailing gloom”
By Mashupye Herbet Maserumule

S

muts Ngonyama’s polemic intended
to besmirch the integrity of the ANC
and the personality of its President in
“Cope can lead SA out of gloom” (City Press,
25 January 2009) is a clear demonstration
of the scurrilous politics of Cope and a
reﬂection of intellectual bankruptcy in this
formation of charlatans.
Instead of ingeniously engaging Prince
Mashele on the fundamental issue he raises
in his analytical piece “Can Cope claim to be
a truly modern political party” (City Press,
18 January 2009), Ngonyama ducks and
dives; somersaults and unintelligibly resorts
to innuendos and character assassination
tactics.
This is typical of people who peddle their
imaginations around issues of national
interest in the public intellectual space and
masquerade them as products of reason to
make up their intellectual inadequacies.
Ngonyama fails dismally to deal with
Mashele’s contention that “Cope needs
to diﬀerentiate itself from the ANC if is
to earn credibility”. This is not surprising
because Cope oﬀers nothing to South
Africa. Its vision of building an inclusive
society resonates sameness with that of
the ANC, which has always been about
creating a united, non-racial, and non-sexist
democratic society.
Its manifesto lacks originality. It
plagiarises the strategic political orientation
of the ANC to engender confusion in
our body politic. Political analyst Aubrey
Matshiqi captures this so aptly when he
describes the Cope manifesto as more of a
“cut and paste” of the ANC manifesto.
But, how can a political party that claims
to be modern in orientation and committed
to the so-called new agenda for change
mimic ANC government programmes and
continental initiatives such as the expanded
public works programme and NEPAD
respectively in its manifesto? What is it
that is new in the so-called new agenda for
change that Cope purports to represent?
In the absence of answers to these
questions, which Ngonyama’s article and
Cope leadership fail to address, one is
inclined to conclude that the adjectives new
and modern used to characterise this new
political formation in a garbled intellectual
attempt to enunciate its distinction from the
ANC is euphemism for regression to neoliberalism.
The preoccupation of Cope in the South
African political space is that of wicked
and unscrupulous pervert ﬂagrantly
misrepresenting our national democratic
revolution, which is about the transfer
of power to the people by removing the
barriers that have been set by apartheid in

terms of black people and Africans’ access to
the economy and services.
Its mission is to reverse the gains of our
ﬂedgling democracy. The ill-conceived,
shallow and irresponsible argument of Cope
leadership that questioned the relevance
of aﬃrmative action and BEE policies is a
point in case in so far as the foregoing is
concerned.

are now fewer people living below the
poverty line. So for Ngonyama to say that
the ANC leaders falsely present themselves
as spokespeople of the poor is mischievous.
Or, is it perhaps another way of soothing his
guilty conscience for the infamous statement
unashamedly made that he did not struggle
to be poor, as an attempt to rationalize his
insatiable lust for money?

Cope’s vision of building an inclusive society
resonates sameness with that of the ANC, which
has always been about creating a united, nonracial, and non-sexist democratic society
An attempt to address the disparities
created by the system of apartheid through
the progressive race-based policies is not
just a political or statutory imperative but,
more importantly, a constitutional one. For
Cope to project itself as, on the one hand,
the defender of the constitution while, on
the other hand, undermining its founding
provisions smacks of political oxymoron.
True to its chameleon character, it is
interesting to note in its manifesto that
Cope oscillated from its original stance
on aﬃrmative action and BEE. It now says
exactly the same thing that the ANC is
saying, namely aﬃrmative action and black
economic empowerment are necessary
mechanisms to transform our country. This
is typical of the spineless leadership of the
organisation that cannot be entrusted with
the future of this country!
The Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, which its philosophical antecedent
is ingrained in the Freedom Charter,
enjoins government to engage in activities

The get-rich-quick deal that involved
his Elephant Consortium, Telkom and
Vodacom where it was widely reported
in the media that Ngonyama emerged
obscenely wealthy, makes his analogy
using Chinua Achebe’s Man of the People
to denigrate the personality of the ANC
president an irony. Ngonyama’s sardonic
mantra fraught with intense hatred likens
Jacob Zuma to minister Chief Nanga whose
character in Achebe’s literary masterpiece
is that of “aﬀable politician who mingles
easily with the village people; what he lacks
in intellect and moral virtue he makes up in
sociability and magnetic eloquence; his only
mission is to be well-liked and his pastime
is to prey on young women; his aﬀability is
not a mark of virtue, but a clever device to
propel his political fortunes and perpetuate
the looting of public money; and, he lives
in disproportionate aﬄuence in a country
whose people are wilting under the burden
of poverty”.
The character Chief Nanga perfectly beﬁts

True to its chameleon character, it is interesting
to note in its manifesto that Cope oscillated
from its original stance on afﬁrmative action and
BEE.It now says exactly the same thing that the
ANC is saying, namely afﬁrmative action and
black economic empowerment are necessary
mechanisms to transform our country
aimed at enhancing the quality of life of
the people. Much has been achieved by the
ANC government to realise this important
strategic objective, which has always
been the core imperative of our liberation
struggle.
Empirical evidence indicates that, since
the ANC took over power in 1994, there

Ngonyama and his colleagues in the Cope
leadership, not Jacob Zuma. Because of his
sensitivity to the plight of the poor Zuma
earned the utmost respect and trust of the
majority of South Africans as a true leader
who could provide much-needed leadership
to “true revolution”, which Frantz Fanon in
the Wretched of the Earth counsels can only

be brought about by the peasants, not the
likes of the Ngonyamas whose main concern
is to remain leaders for life so as to maintain
their aﬄuent life-styles.
Zuma interfaces with the poor; speaks
their languages; and always tries to
understand their concerns. This cannot
be said of Cope leadership, whose Terror
Lekota while still the minister of defence
once threatened to send soldiers and
clamp down on the people of Khutsong
for exercising their right in conveying
their displeasure at the government’s
decision to re-demarcate their area without
proper consultation. It is disingenuous of
Ngonyama to misuse the literary ingenuity
of Achebe as a template to belittle Jacob
Zuma.
With the money that, as was widely
reported in the media, accrued to him from
the Elephant Consortium-Telkom-Vodacom
transaction, like the character minister
Chief Nanga in Achebe’s Man of the People,
the aﬀable politician, Ngonyama and his
ilk in Cope who, with the power advantage
derived during their tenure as political and
administrative executives in government,
“lives in disproportionate aﬄuence in a
country whose people are wilting under the
burden of poverty”.
Being threatened that their fortunes that
were accumulated under mysterious and
controversial circumstances may be exposed
as their political citadel was dislodged in
Polokwane, the Ngonyamas of this world,
like Chief Nanga, came up with Cope, which
is nothing else but a device to propel their
political fortunes; protect their business
interests; and perpetuates what most South
Africans perceive as the looting of public
resources for the beneﬁt of the few.
In his revolutionary treatise, Franz Fanon
expresses his disgust at the greediness of just
such comprador bourgeoisie politicking. The
heartlessness and insensitivity of this type
of politics to the plight of the poor is best
described in Du Fu’s 8th century Chinese
Poet thus: “Behind the gates of the wealthy
food lies rotting from waste; outside it’s the
poor who lie frozen to death”. This goes
against the African philosophy of humanism
(ubuntu), which Cope ﬂagrantly distorts as
its value system in its manifesto.
Ubuntu is about the righteousness of
being human; it is a belief in the centrality,
sanctity and foremost priority of human
beings in all kinds of interactions. It is
based on the values of humanness, sharing,
respect, caring and compassion. The politics
of greediness that Cope pursues are averse to
these values.
With the general elections looming
South Africans should be extremely wary
of Cope as it does not oﬀer anything to this
country.
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COMMENT

COPE LEADERS ARE NOT COPING
By Thulas Nxesi
Comrade Thulas writes in response to claims
of victimisation by the Vice-Chancellor of
Unisa at the hands of the ANC and its allies.

T

he Vice-Chancellor of UNISA,
Professor Barney Pityana, like the
rest of us, has every right to exercise
his freedoms of speech and association
to join and support any political group of
his choice. But he cannot hide behind his
political allegiance to claim victim status
in order to dodge engaging with important
stakeholders on his own campus.
I joined the recent protest march of
UNISA students and workers, to express
our solidarity with fellow education workers
involved in a normal industrial dispute with
the employer. The organisations – NEHAWU
and SASCO – simply wanted to present a
memorandum of concerns and demands to
the vice-chancellor. Instead they were met
with barricades and a heavy security presence
– reminiscent of a previous era.
I would suggest that a more suitable
response – especially at a university
– would be to engage the protesters in
open and robust debate. I am bound to

Pityana’s response
reﬂects the crisis in
higher education
transformation
conclude that if even a man of Pityana’s
struggle credentials with a strong human
rights background has diﬃculty engaging
with constituencies on his own campus,
then Higher Education is in trouble. It is
also a reminder that changing the racial
complexion of university managements is no
guarantee of real transformation.
This is the general point I wish to make.
The marked shift towards a more corporate
culture in the management of institutions
of higher education undermines our
goal of education transformation – both
academically and in terms of opening

the doors of higher education to the
dispossessed.
One sees this shift in the nature of
institutional leadership with huge packages
paid to vice-chancellors – increasingly
dubbed CEOs, as if the corporate language
can mask the vast disparities in wages,
and the stark contrast with impoverished
students who cannot aﬀord even to pay fees.
The shift is also reﬂected in the
continuing conﬂicts on campuses over fees
and the growing number of wage struggles.
The student organisations at UNISA
were also concerned about the failure to

cater for the academic and logistical needs
of poorer students. One aspect of the chaos
which accompanied registration at UNISA
this year was the practice of issuing students
with CD-ROMs rather than documentation.
Unfortunately, not all students studying at
home have ready access to computers. Whilst
I applaud the increasing use of IT, we still
have to cater for those students who through
no fault of their own are not yet on board.
The corporatisation of higher education
seems to ignore one thing: these institutions
still rely on government subsidies and
student fees for the majority of their
funding. They are not proﬁt-making
companies, and responsible social policy
dictates that they never can be.
My own union, SADTU, has proposed
that we need to alter the funding system
for higher education to encourage those
institutions which actively recruit students
from formerly disadvantaged communities.
The conﬂict at UNISA – and in other
universities – seems to point to the need for
a broader debate on the nature of university
leadership and governance, access to and
funding of higher education, and a review of
the transformation process itself.

Teacher Training Workshops
If you are battling at getting to grips with a speciﬁc concept,
Oxford University Press is here to help you!
Over the past four years we have assisted educators with our workshops. Last year alone,
almost 20,000 teachers attended more than 500 workshops nationally in a variety of subjects.
Oxford prides itself on a long tradition of excellence, and our workshops are no exception.
The workshops currently on offer are as follows:
Junior Atlas (Grades 4 to 6)
Oxford South African Illustrated School Dictionary
(Grades 4 to 6)
South African Oxford School Dictionary (Grades 4 to 9)
South African Oxford Tweetalige/Bilingual Dictionary
(Grades 4 to 9)
South African Oxford Primary Maths Dictionary
(Grades 4 to 7)
South African Oxford Primary Science Dictionary
(Grades 4 to 7)
Literacy – English, Afrikaans, IsiXhosa (Foundation Phase)
Literacy – Sepedi (Northern Sotho) (Foundation Phase)
Numeracy – English, Afrikaans, IsiXhosa
(Foundation Phase)

Mapwork (Grades 10 to 12)
Secondary Atlas (Grades 8 to 12)
South African Oxford School Dictionary (Grades 4 to 9)
South African Oxford Secondary School Dictionary
(Grades 8 to 12)
South African Oxford Tweetalige/Bilingual Dictionary
(Grades 4 to 9)
Film Study (Grades 10 to 12)
Grade 11 – Subject speciﬁc workshops on difﬁcult
concepts in Physical Science

Oxford University Press
Southern Africa
P O Box 12119
N1 City, Goodwood
Cape Town, 7463
phone (021) 596-2300
fax (021) 596-1222
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N B Mazibuko

“Very worthwhile a real eye opener,
also suitable for all learning areas.”

Manini Booi

“I am going to use what I’ve learnt in
improving the reading skills of my learners.”

Mr Ndebele

Secondary Mathematics
“It gave clarity to NCS issues that were problematic,
especially in using resources.”

S Mthimunye

FREE Teacher’s Hotline:
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www.oxford.co.za
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Department:
Education
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

The power to improve education lies with all of us. We call o
parents and community members to commit to building Qua
institutions.

As a DEPARTME
provided on time,
attendance and to

As a TEACHER, I
every school day

As a LEARNER, I
to the rules of my

As a PARENT, I p
conducive home e

As a COMMUNIT
vandalised and to

11

BACKGROUND
The Minister of Education, Mrs Naledi Pandor, launched the Quality Learning and Teaching Campaign in October 2008. The
campaign calls on all individuals and organisations to assume responsibility for improving the quality of education. The education
elements of the campaign will:
�
�
�

Inform citizens about the importance of education, and their roles, responsibilities and obligations towards education;
Mobilize communities to monitor and support schools, teachers and learners;
Improve the quality of education for all children, especially the poor, and to demonstrate this improved quality through
better learner achievements.

The achievement of quality education for all depends on the actions of department officials, school principals, teachers, learners,
parents and community members. Each of these are called upon to make a commitment to a 'Code for Quality Education', which
describes the responsibilities and discipline required of them. If all sections of society work together - government, communities,
health care workers, civil society, business, media and other sectors - we can ensure that all learners benefit from quality
education. Campaign coordinating structures are being set up at national, provincial and regional levels and Government now
calls on all South Africans to join us in this campaign, as part of the ongoing effort to achieve a better life for all. The Department of
Education, together with teacher unions, announced their united commitment to do everything within their power to endorse the
pledges made in Kliptown, and to strive for quality learning and teaching for all.

THE QUALITY LEARNING AND TEACHING CAMPAIGN
The campaign was launched at Ikusasa Combined School in Tembisa on 09 October 2008. The launch date coincided with the
October focus on teachers, which is traditionally signalled by the celebration of World Teachers' Day on 5 October each year. The
2008 international theme, appropriately, was “Teachers Matter!” The launch focussed on the critical role of all stakeholders,
particularly teachers and officials, in the quality interventions required for effective learning and teaching to take place.
In 2009, there will be a country-wide roll-out spearheaded by the national and provincial stakeholders. Parents, learners and
communities at large, are encouraged to support this initiative and add their voices to the commitments made by all.

For further information:

Call centre: 0800 202 933

Website: www.education.gov.za

on all departmental officials, teachers, learners,
ality Education in all our educational

ENTAL OFFICIAL, I promise to support schools, ensure that all teaching resources are
improve my own skills base to better assist schools, regularly monitor teacher and learner
o facilitate teacher development.

I promise to be on time, well-prepared for all my lessons, teach for at least seven hours
and improve my own skills and knowledge.

I promise to attend school regularly, to work hard in school, respect my teachers and adhere
school.

promise to support and protect my child's school, to cooperate with teachers and to create a
environment for my child to study.

TY, we promise to ensure that every school-going child is at school, that schools are not
o report problems at schools to the relevant authorities.
Issued by the Eduaction Labour Relations Council o.b.o the Campaign Committee
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Education under
assault
E

x-National Union of Teachers
president Mary Compton explains
how her presidential year opened
her eyes to the marketisation and
privatisation of education around the world,
inspiring her to publish a book on the
subject.
During her presidency of the NUT,
Mary Compton was invited to teachers’
conferences round the world. She noticed
that wherever she went, from South Africa
to Australia, the Caribbean to Palestine,
teachers were discussing the same problems
– performance-related pay, inspections,
league tables and privatisation. “It didn’t
matter how poor or how rich the country
was, the same things were happening
everywhere,” she recalls.
An article Mary wrote for the US
publication Rethinking Schools led Lois
Weiner, professor of education at New
Jersey University, to get in touch. Lois
suggested they co-edit a book; 18 months
later they published The Global Assault on
Teaching, Teachers and their Unions, full of
stories of struggle from teachers and trade
unionists on every continent.
“The main aim was to get teachers to
raise their heads above the parapet, above
the mountain of paperwork, and see why all
these things are happening,” Mary explains.
“Whether we’re ﬁghting an academy in this

country or performance-related pay in
South Africa, or privatisation of schools in
China, we’re all part of the same struggle
against the same worldwide market-driven
philosophy. By understanding that, we can
build a more coherent opposition to it.”
The book is ﬁercely critical of “neoliberal”
policies which, in the words of Susan L
Robertson, one of the book’s contributors,
demand that “freedom of the market, the
right to free trade, the right to choose and
protection of private property be assured
by the state”. Mary explains that there
are “three main ways that neoliberalism
hits education: privatisation, changing
the curriculum so that it ﬁts the business

Teachers should be
proud to ﬁght for a
pay rise. In ﬁghting
for that they’re
ﬁghting for the value
of education. It’s a
noble cause

model, and importing
business management
methods into
teaching”.
Teachers in the
UK face performancerelated pay, punitive
inspection systems, league
tables, increased paperwork
and bureaucracy, and the
privatisation of education through
academies and trust schools.
It may not be surprising to ﬁnd chapters
on these policies in capitalist states such
as the US and New Zealand, but Mary was
astonished to discover teachers in China
facing almost identical problems. “Read
the description of schools being privatised
in China and you could almost be reading
about this country.”
Mary is particularly concerned about the
eﬀects of such policies in the developing
world, believing they could spell the end of
public education for millions of children.
One of the most shocking accounts is from
Mexico, where children at school do sewing
for nearby factories – “the most blatant
example I’ve come across of pupils being
fodder for business,” says Mary.
Trade unions, Mary believes, are
among the few organisations capable of
ﬁghting such injustices. She praises

Global Assault on
Teachers
The Global Assault on Teaching, Teachers, and
their Unions: Stories for Resistance
Edited by Mary Compton & Lois Weiner
ISBN: 978-0-230-60630-2

“Increasingly public education’s character is under assault. This
collection of essays by noted scholars, teacher activists, and teacher
union leaders from around the world fuses personal stories, research,
and political analysis, explaining why such profound and damaging
changes are being made to schools and teaching, and how teachers,
their unions, and supporters of public education can make real the goal
of quality education for all the world’s children.
The Global Assault on Teaching, Teachers, and their Unions is available now as a
paperback priced at R331.95.
To place your order, please contact: Macmillan South Africa,
www.macmillan.co.za
E-mail: customeservices@macmillan.co.za
Tel: 011 731 3300 or Fax: 011 731 3500

Education
International
(which represents almost 400 teaching
unions worldwide) and the solidarity shown
by NUT associations for teachers round the
world. Yet she believes the best thing UK
teachers can do is ﬁght their own campaigns
vigorously. Teachers’ conscientiousness can
make them reluctant to take action, but she
insists: “Teachers should be proud to ﬁght
for a pay rise. In ﬁghting for that they’re
ﬁghting for the value of education. It’s a
noble cause.
“Global capitalism does require some
level of education for the majority of people,
so it does need teachers. Teachers have
power and leverage through their trade
unions. That’s the best way to ﬁght back.”
Visit www.teachersolidarity.com for details
of teachers’ struggles round the world.
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Labour Report
OSD

S

ince the signing of the Occupation
Speciﬁc Dispensation (OSD)
framework agreement, various task
teams were established and research work
undertaken by the ELRC, but no formal
negotiations have taken place to take
forward the recommendations and ﬁndings
which emerged.
In terms of clause 4.16 of the PSCBC
resolution 1/07, all incomplete OSD
agreements have reverted to the bargaining
council where negotiations are to resume
from 17 March 2009.
SADTU NEC met with the Minister of
Education and submitted the following
proposals in an attempt to conclude the
OSD:
1. Salary structure
Recommendations are based on the ﬁndings
of the study tour to Malaysia, and include:
• Living wage – SADTU’s proposal is for an
entry-level salary of R180 000 per annum
for M+3. This takes into consideration the
Polokwane commitment to remunerate
educators as professionals;
• An automatic annual notch adjustment to
account for movements in prices of goods
and services;
• Real increases;
• Beneﬁts; and
• Reduction of notches to eight as per
SADTU NGC resolution.

3. Recognition of experience
The NGC resolution that for every two years
educators must be awarded a notch and
there should be no ceiling is re-aﬃrmed.
4. Appointments and promotions
• Appointment and promotion
requirements as provided for in the PAM
be retained. Any intention to review or to
amend these must be done in accordance
with the relevant statutory requirements.
• Work towards a minimum M+4
qualiﬁcation.
• Years of service required for the following
appointments:
- HoD – three years
- Deputy Principal – ﬁve years
- Principal – seven years
• All provinces should apply the same
criteria.
• Level one educator to have access to
higher posts.
• ACE must not be a requirement for
principals’ appointment. DoE to
ensure qualiﬁcations are acquired after
appointment.
• Temporary teachers occupying
substantive posts be made permanent
within a period of three months after the
post being advertised in all provinces.
• Equity plan to be implemented.
5. Teacher development and RPL
5.1 Specialist Educator System
• Allocation of specialists per school must
be detached from the number of HoD
and deputy principal posts per school;
• The minimum requirement for
appointment must correspond with
the REQV 14 proposed minimum
qualiﬁcation requirement for entry into
the teaching ﬁeld and
• Minimum ﬁve years teaching experience.
5.2 Up-skilling of employees and
improvement of qualiﬁcations
• There should be uniformity on the
operations of directorates dealing with
teacher development across provinces;
• RPL to be used as one of the tools for
upgrading of educators;
• The RPL system to be used for both
unqualiﬁed and under-qualiﬁed
educators;
• The period of upgrading must subscribe
to the following criteria: M+1 and
M+2 – maximum of 24 months; M+3
– maximum of 12 months;

• Re-open colleges of education based on
curricula that will respond to challenges
facing teacher development;
• Recognition of experience inside and
outside of education;
• Use an established RPL policy to
recognize experience; and
• The RPL model or policy must address
itself to the diversity in diﬀerent levels
ranging from GET and FET, inclusive of
technical institutions.
6. Evaluation and possible amendments to
PAM and other collective agreements
In relation to classroom-based specialist
educators, SADTU demands that:
• The probationary period of two years at
the school is not necessary;
• Current requirements be reduced to
REQV13 and 14 years for teaching and
learning specialists and REQV14 and 10
years for senior teaching and learning
specialists; and
• Allow for ad hoc arrangements until the
internal candidates are allowed to improve
their qualiﬁcations within two years.
7. Senior and master teachers
SADTU demands:
• Retain the positions of master and senior
teachers;
• Grant an additional six notches upon an
educator occupying this post; and
• Apply same criteria as for specialists, i.e.
REQV plus a certain number of years.
8. Moderation tool
SADTU recommends that a moderation
tool should be developed and ﬁnalised at the
ELRC not through unilateral determination
by the minister.
9. EMS (Education Management Services)
for school and oﬃce-based
SADTU demands:
• Salary adjustment should be de-linked
from the signing of any performance
agreement;
• The issue of socio-economic factors must
be incorporated;
• The performance agreement should not
be an exit tool;
• The agreement should stipulate
clearly what the consequences of nonperformance will be;
• Need to clarify the evaluation tool;
• No separate bargaining unit for EMS
employees;
• The union noted with concern the trend
to declare policy in Parliament rather
than negotiate through the Bargaining
Council;
• The provisions for the seconded oﬃcials

must be incorporated;
• Need to investigate the impact of the
envisaged performance agreement on
staﬀ relations and morale due to the
pressure to perform;
• The alignment between the two
performance systems should be clariﬁed
as a priority; and
• Anomalies arising out of proposed
changes need to be addressed.
10. Salary package management
A number of problems need to be addressed:
• Managing the salary packages without
proper information and guidance can
negatively aﬀect the educators;
• The lack of capacity to manage the
system; and
• The department must have ﬁnancial
education programmes to ensure that the
end users are not disadvantaged.

OSD FETC
We are happy to report that the Department
of Education has agreed to pay all lecturers
who opted to remain within the state
employment, those who are in excess and
those who have been seconded to FET
colleges in accordance with the translation
table adopted as per ELRC framework
agreement 1/08. They will also be aﬀorded
all other salary adjustments applicable to the
public service in July 2008.

2009 salary negotiations
The COSATU public sector unions have
met and submitted their demands for 2009.
However, the COSATU Joint Management
Committee (JMC) must still meet and
consolidate the demands for submission to
the negotiations. The JMC has also agreed
that all the outstanding matters of PSCBC
resolution 1/07 be ﬁnalised before we start
with the new round of salary negotiations.
The SADTU NEC proposed the following
to the members:
• Salary adjustment of 12% + real wage
increment (subject to ﬁnal mandate
collection);
• Implementation date: 1 April;
• Single term agreement;
• Beneﬁts;
• Universal housing allowance for all, based
on the current cost of houses;
• Speedy conclusion of national health
insurance system;
• Danger allowance must be extended to
educators; and
• Speedy conclusion on all outstanding
matters of OSD – long service,
recognition of qualiﬁcations, pension
payouts etc.
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2. Pay progression and accelerated
progression
SADTU acknowledges challenges and
areas of non-agreement, including on
learner performance, the role of the
SGB, and the parental component in the
educator evaluation process. SADTU argues
that learner performance cannot be used
as the only criteria and that a balance
between learner performance and other
socio-economic contextual factors be
used.
The union agrees to the principle of
pay progression based on the educator’s
performance as set out in the IQMS,
PMDS and Collective Agreement 4/03 and
Collective Agreement 5/06.
SADTU therefore demands that the
existing stipulations as contained in
collective agreements and the PAM must
prevail and any intention to review such
must be done in accordance with due
processes as per paragraph 1 clause 1.9 and
paragraph 4.3 of PSCBC Resolution 1/07.
The union proposes that the existing
agreement is allowed to unfold whilst

the process to address areas of concern
continues.
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Zimbabwe: A South African
trade union perspective

I

n a presentation to a meeting of the
Global Union Federations in February,
Comrade Thulas Nxesi, in his capacity
as president of Education International,
argued in favour of critical engagement
with the new unity government in
Zimbabwe
The political agreement between MDC
and ZANU-PF is totally inadequate and
biased in favour of ZANU-PF. On the other
hand, the Zimbabwean economy and society
is falling apart and there is no immediate
or viable alternative to the proposed unity
government.
International solidarity is needed to keep
pressure on Robert Mugabe and his cohorts,
whilst supporting the MDC, unions and civil
society organisations to open up political
space

Background: The present meltdown
in Zimbabwe
The economy is in freefall with 90%-plus
unemployment and runaway hyperinﬂation; and an inability to feed itself. The
skilled labour force and the youth have
abandoned the country in droves – with
approximately four million now living in
South Africa.
Government services have broken down
– schooling was closed for over a year. The
basic health services have broken down
– let alone the ability to combat HIV/AIDS.
Municipal services have broken down
– including sewerage and water – with
devastating results for public health:
tens of thousands have been infected
with cholera and thousands have died
already.
The situation is deteriorating on a daily
basis – we have a humanitarian crisis of
huge proportions.

The political agreement: the unity
government
The agreement envisaged by ZANU-PF
would have the MDC co-opted as a junior
partner – as happened with ZAPU in the
1980s. This remains a real threat.
The SADC and the majority of African
leaders have shielded Mugabe from political
realities. COSATU has been very critical of
this situation.
Understandably, many within civil society

have rejected the agreement as hopelessly
one-sided. But what is the alternative for the
MDC and the democratic forces?
There is guarded optimism from some
of the population that a unity government
can turn the situation around – if the MDC
turns its back on this, it will be blamed
for the continuing chaos. In the context of
continuing political repression what political
options are open to the MDC? Certainly the
MDC is not ready to turn to armed struggle
– and would receive little support from
bordering countries
The only other alternative is to enter the
unity government – with eyes wide open
but with certain clear strategic objectives,
including the following:
• To start to address the immediate
humanitarian crisis;
• To start to stem the economic and social
collapse;
• To secure basic political rights – recent
mass rallies by the MDC in Harare and
elsewhere are a hopeful sign in this
respect; and
• To try to establish the conditions for
democratic elections.

The way forward: the role of
international solidarity
For the MDC/unity government strategy
to have a hope in hell it requires intensiﬁed
international solidarity and political
pressure. This would include:
• Constant scrutiny and monitoring of the
implementation of the political agreement;
• Pressure on SADC countries to ensure
that Mugabe performs – including
pressure from South African trade unions
and civil society; and
• Union-to-union solidarity including
training and infrastructural support.
SADTU and AFT have started a process
of working with the Zimbabwean
teachers’ unions in this respect.
But there are also positive aspects in the
present situation. The Mugabe regime is
fundamentally weak – otherwise the unity
government would not be on the table. The
unity government process has opened a
small window for political engagement and
the exercise of political rights.
As international unions we need to
develop a strategy to assist in prizing open

that window of opportunity – long enough
for Zimbabwean unions and civil society
organisations to regroup, rebuild and

entrench themselves in order to build the
conditions to make democracy and social
transformation a reality.

Solidarity with Zimbabwe teacher unions

T

he South African Democratic
Teachers Union, together with a
representative of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT), recently
met with representatives of the Zimbabwe
Teachers’ Association (ZIMTA) and
the Progressive Teachers’ Union of
Zimbabwe (PTUZ) in Johannesburg to
develop a joint programme to assist the
Zimbabwean unions to rebuild capacity
and engage eﬀectively in the democratic

transition.
PTUZ and ZIMTA also used this
opportunity to publicise the reopening of
public schools in Zimbabwe, after
agreement between the unions and the new
Minister of Education was reached following
a long-running strike. Important details
include:
• Zimbabwean teachers agreed to return
to school on 2 March. All teachers were
asked to take up their posts by 9 March at

the latest
• An amnesty has been agreed and
recommended for teachers who left the
service between 1 January 2007 and 9
March 2009.
• The March teacher salaries and
allowances will be determined by
negotiation.
• The aim of the ministry is to bring
teachers’ salaries in line with the regional
average.

The parties to this agreement – the minister
and the teacher unions – are committed
to a spirit of goodwill to get the schools
functioning again in the interests of the
children of Zimbabwe.
ZIMTA and PTUZ leaders have issued a
call to their compatriots in South Africa
to return to their posts in Zimbabwe to
help rebuild the education system and to
participate in the democratisation process.
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A message from the Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions

Justice and support for poor and working families in Gaza

T

he PGFTU has been working at
all levels in Palestine and in its
international relations to mobilise
international support for peace in the
region. This is the ultimate goal for our
working families in Palestine, who laboured
in every way possible to bring about an end
to the Israeli occupation of all Palestinian
territories. This occupation is the longest
and worst in modern history.
Over the years and even at this
moment, these eﬀorts have been met
only with terrorism against our people
by the Israeli army of occupation which
has indiscriminately destroyed homes
and worksites, slaughtered our people,
conﬁscated our land, established and
expanded illegal settlements, and limited the
movement of workers who are only trying to
feed their families.
These measures have aﬀected every
member of Palestinian society.
The recent construction of the Apartheid
Wall stands as a symbol of the extent
of Israel’s brutal aggression against the
Palestinian people and denial of their
legitimate rights, dignity and human needs.
We call upon all peace-loving people
in the world:
You are now witness to the criminal
aggression by the Israeli army in its
oﬀensive in the Gaza Strip, bringing a new
wave of killings and massacres against the
Palestinian people by Israel as the occupying
state. These are war crimes according to
international humanitarian law and the
Geneva Conventions.
As our families in Gaza (the poorest
in the Middle East) are being slaughtered
nonstop many of us are reliving what
occurred in the summer of 2006 during
the Israeli aggression against the people of
Lebanon.
We witnessed then as we experience
now waves of support and solidarity and
similar anger and energy against this brutal
injustice. We cannot aﬀord to let this surge
of support pass us by without utilising the
moment to build our movement to face
future challenges. The most important thing
is to be aware and equipped.
We urgently ask you and your sister labor
organisations to help us spread the message
that “We are all Gaza” - that this war is

against all poor workers and families of the
world. These are not just crimes against the
people of Palestine. They are crimes against
humanity.
Help us create a strong voice for the
working families of Gaza by building
coalitions with unions, faith groups,
antiwar movements and all social justice
organisations.
We join you in the hope that in the
election of Barack Obama, he will fulﬁll
his reputation as a pro-union antiwar
candidate, and that he understands that
the change he spoke about during the
campaign must include a fundamental
change in US foreign policy so that “Free
Gaza. Free Palestine” becomes more than
just a slogan.
We support and encourage your boycott,
divestment and sanction eﬀorts against
Israel around the world, but especially in
Europe and most particularly in the United
States as a response to the harsh economic
conditions, violations of labor and human
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SADTU and Denmark Teachers’ Union take
the lead in ICT and media education

S

ADTU in collaboration with the
Denmark Teachers’ Union (GL)
completed the third of a series of
seminars collectively titled “Walking on
Two Legs”. This teacher-initiated and
driven seminar on ICT (Information
Communication Technology) and media
education follows successful seminars on
school democracy and on assessment. This
will be followed by two more seminars later
this year on school management and on
policy.
Teachers in KwaZulu-Natal and the
Eastern Cape requested the seminar on
ICT and media education. Apart from
recognising an area with a huge knowledge
gap, they are taking the lead in ﬁlling the
teaching practice gap.
Information and communication
technology and media has proliferated at a
rapid rate in the last 20 years to the extent
that education has been caught napping.
Little did educators realise that there was
something developing and growing out in
the world of work that would have a major

The overall view
is that the system,
in establishing
innovation, has
eroded teacher
authority, a
relationship which
is imperative in
successful teaching

impact on the way we engage in the world
and the way we teach. While the world
is moving forward, the ICT and media
education discourse is still in its infancy.
There is still a long way to go before this
discourse is ﬁrmly established in teaching
and learning.
As we introduce innovation in our
education system and schools we often
ignore those at the heart of our education
system, our teachers. SADTU, together with
the Denmark Teachers’ Union, in an eﬀort
to reestablish teacher authority, placed the
innovation of ICT and media education in
the hands of secondary school teachers when
70 teachers in KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern
Cape were trained as master trainers.
The seminar experience included
teachers from diﬀerent schools in the above
provinces, the ICT and media content, the
Department of Education ICT specialist
and the Danish presenters. The programme
is designed to reach the heart of quality
teaching and learning and to change
teaching practice.
SADTU and GL (Denmark Teachers’
Union) are making a diﬀerence by taking
the lead in re-establishing teacher authority
in the classroom. The overall view is that
the system, in establishing innovation, has
eroded teacher authority, a relationship
which is imperative in successful teaching.
Technology did two things in relation
to ICT and media education. Firstly,
technology accelerated the production
of information and secondly, technology
accelerated the delivery of this information
to people. We are now spoilt for choice and
in the absence of censorship, one of the
gifts of freedom, we now have to deal with
unlimited information that comes from
untold production sites with some dipping
into the lower side of morality.
ICT and media is a new environment and
we must have the tools to deal with it. The
point that the system is lagging behind is not
an end but a beginning of what the presenters

By the end of the
seminar, teachers
were able to design
programmes for
their colleagues
and for their
classes that will
contribute towards
re-establishing
teachers in
a position of
authority in the
classroom
aptly described as “to leapfrog change in ICT
and media education in schools”.
With a ﬁrm philosophy of teacher
authority, the programme covered content
on ICT and media, but more importantly
the programme methodology empowered
teachers. Despite the sharp contrast to the
world-class technology school in Denmark,
the equipment needed for creating
technology and media environments for
teaching and learning remains within
the reach and experience of ordinary
South Africans. Cellular telephones and
newspapers are available to most learners.
In placing the teachers at the centre of

authority, the seminar had the eﬀect of
demystifying technology and innovation.
The seminar programme allowed teachers to
create websites, design projects and use web
tools as part of their everyday use and not as
an abstract academic exercise.
By the end of the seminar, teachers
were able to design programmes for their
colleagues and for their classes that will
contribute towards re-establishing teachers
in a position of authority in the classroom.
Remember the adage that if you want
to know how a cell phone works asks a
child. The seminar started the process of
participation for teachers in ICT that is
going to send a diﬀerent message to learners.
Speaking of adages, if you want to know
how to ﬁx teaching in the classroom ask the
teachers. The seminar environment did just
that. The teachers’ views, context, values and
experiences constantly fed the programme
making the seminar experience a rich and
empowering one.
Collaboration, negotiation, interaction,
sharing and planning characterised the
experiences over the three days. The
messages from the seminar were enabling
and constructive. Most importantly, teachers
left knowing that something had to be done
about ICT and they are the ones to make the
shift.
We are a long way from having computer
laboratories in every school and SADTU
teachers are making it their professional
duty to move ahead in this area.
The union is making every eﬀort to
ﬁght poverty and to bring the best quality
education to the most neglected and
vulnerable members of our society. Together
with the Denmark Teachers’ Union, which
shares a similar vision and passion for
democratic leadership, SADTU contributed
towards reestablishing teacher authority and
professionalism that has been eroded by the
barrage of innovation that has been imposed
on them.
Report by SADTU Education Desk

Education International launches new
Trade Union Rights Manual

E

ducation International, the global
voice of teachers and the world’s
largest international union
federation, is strengthening its support
of national unions and workers’ rights
by publishing its Trade Union Rights
Manual, a guide for union activists around
the world. The launch of the Manual
coincided with the 60th anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10
December 2008.
The Trade Union Rights Manual shows
how national unions can draw the world’s
attention to local threats to freedom of

association, collective bargaining and
workers’ rights. It describes international
mechanisms that can be called on
to urge countries to live up to their
commitments in support of human rights
and trade union rights. Focusing on issues
encountered by teacher organisations, the
manual will be of practical value across the
trade union movement.
Around the world, countries have
recognised trade union rights as a form
of human rights and have committed
themselves to supporting unions. To
reinforce this support, special committees

and agencies dedicated to worker’s
rights have grown up in a wide range of
international and regional organisations.
EI’s Trade Union Rights Manual
shows how unions can take advantage of
international reporting mechanisms, both
to gain and to contribute information.
It gives practical advice on making
submissions to relevant bodies: addresses,
what to include, how to draft. The manual
includes in appendices the full text
versions of no fewer than 20 international
conventions, charters and declarations that
articulate and aﬃrm the international legal

support for democratic trade unions.
With this manual in hand, union
activists will look out on a whole new
vista of international support: morally,
the unequivocal international aﬃrmation
of union rights in numerous agreements;
structurally, the various international
bodies engaged in protecting rights,
their perspectives, their operations, their
interactions; and practically speaking, how
to bring these vast resources to bear on a
local situation or rights violation.
The EI Trade Union Rights Manual can be
downloaded from: www.ei-ie.org/rights
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International Women’s Day
I

living for the millions of children, women
and men struggling to survive at the bottom
of the economic pyramid.
Many are literally starving because of
the food crisis, loss of jobs, lower wages and
cuts in social beneﬁts. Many are illiterate
and have no access to education. Twothirds of the one billion illiterate adults
who have no access to basic education are
women.
The implementation of the Millennium
Development Goals and achievement of
the Education for All commitments are
under serious threat. The bail-out money
for the ﬁnancial and corporate sector is 20
times more than the amount needed
to achieve all of the Millennium Goals at
once!
“The time has come to invest in people

and focus global recovery strategies on
social justice – women are central to this
process,” said Fred van Leeuwen, General
Secretary of Education International.
Investing in women and girls is part of
the solution to building a sustainable future.
Educated women have a multiplier eﬀect on
the levels of education and health of their
families and on productivity for sustained
economic growth. Educating girls and
women enables them to become agents of
change. It allows them to become part of the
solution to the economic and environmental
crisis, instead of mainly suﬀering its
consequences.
Important progress has been made in
ensuring access to education for 40 million
boys and girls over the last nine years,
according to UNESCO. However, in the

current scenario of widespread economic
recession and political instability, Education
International is seriously concerned about
the potential for consequent setbacks to the
implementation of the Development Goals
in many countries.
Teachers and their trade unions play
an important role. They are committed to
ﬁghting for pay equity, the reconciliation of
family and work, and equal opportunities
for all women and girls. They are concerned
especially about those who, every day, have
to try to balance their multiple tasks while
confronted with precarious work and low
salaries. Trade unions also promote the
rights of women and men to participate on
equal terms in the political and economic
decision-making processes which aﬀect their
lives.
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nternational Women’s Day (8 March)
is an occasion to review the ongoing
struggle for women’s rights and gender
equality. It is an opportunity to celebrate the
progress made, as well as to condemn the
ongoing diﬃculties many women and girls
face in their eﬀorts to assert their rights to
equality and justice.
March 8 is also an opportunity to renew
our commitment to the United Nations
Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination (CEDAW) which,
if implemented, would help to ensure that
women and girls were guaranteed access to
education and lives free from violence.
In the current ﬁnancial crisis, political
leaders worldwide are spending more
time, energy and money, saving banks and
businesses, than improving standards of

Investing in women and girls is part of the solution to building a sustainable future. And the well-being of teachers, who have a vital role to play, is essential

Teacher well-being: what teachers say

T

eachers are one of the most valuable
assets of any nation. They play an
integral role in the lives of young
people from as early as ﬁve-and-a-half
years to approximately 18 years. They also
manage and lead one of our most valuable
national institutions, schools. It would make
sense then that their well-being is important
too.
This does not seem to be the experience
of many teachers, as the preliminary
ﬁndings of a national elicitation study of
the Teacher Well-being Project shows. The
study, conducted by the SADTU/UWC: TIP
partnership shows that a range of factors,
including the school context, interpersonal
relationships, community context and
support from the district, aﬀect the well-

being of teachers.
Under school context teachers have
identiﬁed aspects such as leadership,
collegiality and the physical conditions at
the school as fundamental to the health and
well-being of teachers and learners. Aspects
such as poor leadership, staﬀ conﬂicts, large
classes and unsafe and poorly maintained
school buildings have a detrimental eﬀect
on the functioning of the school, and this
in turn aﬀects teacher job satisfaction and
learner performance.
Teachers in rural schools specify aspects
such as multi-grade teaching, large classes,
workload, lack of facilities and strategies
to teach multi-grade classes as important
factors which could have a negative eﬀect on
teacher well-being.

The health and welfare of learners are
also central to teacher well-being. Learner
discipline is still a problem in urban, rural,
primary and secondary schools. Health
problems such as HIV/AIDS also pose a
challenge to teachers. The educator and
learner support teams who assist teachers
with learner health, behavioural and other
barriers to learning are not functioning well
or at all in schools. This places an extra
burden on teachers.
The eﬀects of these conditions on teacher
well-being and in schools have been noted
in the number of teachers who are stressed,
low teacher retention, high absenteeism and
low numbers of recruits to the profession.
The well-being of teachers is thus an
important aspect for education departments,

teacher unions, higher education institutions
and communities to consider.
The goal of the Teacher Well-being
Project is to advocate for teacher well-being
at the policy and school level in various
ways. The ﬁrst phase of the elicitation
study is underway. We would like to thank
all teachers and union oﬃcials who have
participated thus far for their valuable
contributions.
The next phase is the piloting phase
with a few selected schools together with
advocacy at the policy level and labour
relations chambers and document writing.
Karen Collett, the Project Manager and
research team leader can be contacted at
kcollett@uwc.ac.za or 021 959 2435.
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Assisting Educators Series: A brief guide In Loco Parentis

Education: Your rights and responsibilities

‘L

oco” means “place” in Latin and
“parentis” means “parent”. In loco
parentis literally means “in the
place of a parent” and recognises the rights
and responsibilities of an individual, or an
institution, to care for a minor. Educators
in South Africa have the rights and
responsibilities of in loco parentis under
South African law. Indeed, in a country
where the physical, emotional and sexual
abuse of our children is an ongoing and
wide-spread problem in loco parentis is
increasingly important.
In loco parentis provides anybody who
is not the parent of the child and has no
legal or blood ties to a child with a legal
framework on their duties to the child.
A number of legal sources can assist us
in deﬁning these duties: Section 28 of the
South African Constitution’s Bill of Rights
is an excellent source of what we should be
protecting our children from and what we
need to be providing for them:
(1) Every child has the right:
(a) to a name and a nationality from
birth;
(b) to family care or parental care,
or to appropriate alternative care
when removed from the family
environment;
(c) to basic nutrition, shelter, basic health
care services and social services;
(d) to be protected from maltreatment,
neglect, abuse or degradation;
(e) to be protected from exploitative
labour practices;
(f ) not to be required or permitted to
perform work or provide services
that –
(i) are inappropriate for a person of that
child’s age; or
(ii) place at risk the child’s well-being,
education, physical or mental

health or spiritual, moral or social
development;
(g) not to be detained except as a
measure of last resort, in which
case, in addition to the rights a child
enjoys under sections 12 and 35, the
child may be detained only for the
shortest appropriate period of time,
and has the right to be –
(i) kept separately from detained persons
over the age of 18 years; and
(ii) treated in a manner, and kept in
conditions, that take account of the
child’s age;
(h) to have a legal practitioner assigned
to the child by the state, and at
state expense, in civil proceedings
aﬀecting the child, if substantial
injustice would otherwise result; and
(i) not to be used directly in armed
conﬂict, and to be protected in times
of armed conﬂict.
(2) A child’s best interests are of
paramount importance in every matter
concerning the child.
(3) In this section “child” means a person
under the age of 18 years.
For educators their duties extend to
ensuring the educational and general welfare
of learners that are in their care, including
learner guidance and counselling, meeting
with parents and discussing the learners’
educational progress with them, and
ensuring their physical and mental health
and safety is protected at all times. (Duties
and Responsibilities of Educators, Manual 8:
Educator Discipline and Labour Relations,
Towards Eﬀective School Management
Manuals, KZN Department of Education,
http://www.kzneducation.gov.za/manuals/)

Intent to harm
If an educator does not adequately perform
their duties under in loco parentis the parent

would have to prove either negligence
or an intention to wilfully do harm to the
child. The former suggests that the educator
did not intend to harm the child but may
not have taken the same amount of care
as a good parent. The test that is used
is whether another “reasonable person”
would have done the same in the same
circumstances. If not the educator can
be found to be negligent, leading to
further legal steps and even dismissal by
the Department of Education if deemed
necessary.
Section 17 of the Employment of
Educators Act (76 of 1998) states the
following intentional circumstances
which allow for the immediate dismissal
of educators who harm a child whilst in a
position of in loco parentis.

Serious misconduct
17. (1) An educator must be dismissed if he
or she is found guilty of –
(a) theft, bribery, fraud or an act of
corruption in regard to examinations
or promotional reports;
(b) committing an act of sexual assault
on a learner, student or other
employee;
(c) having a sexual relationship with a
learner of the school where he or she
is employed;
(d) seriously assaulting, with the
intention to cause grievous bodily
harm to, a learner, student or other
employee;
(e) illegal possession of an intoxicating,
illegal or stupefying substance; or
(f) causing a learner or a student to
perform any of the acts contemplated
in paragraphs
(a) to (e).
(2) If it is alleged that an educator
committed a serious misconduct
contemplated in subsection (1), the

employer must institute disciplinary
proceedings in accordance with the
disciplinary code and procedures
provided for in Schedule 2.
Additionally the South African Council
for Educators has a Code of Professional
Ethics which outlines in detail the conduct
of an educator when interacting and
working with learners. Educators are
expected to know and understand all the
laws which govern their ﬁeld of work and
cannot use ignorance of the relevant laws as
a defence.

Living the vida loco
A second use of in loco parentis, which is
less common but becoming more prominent
with time as the traditional family unit
evolves, involves adults who have acted
or considered themselves as the parent of
a child even though there is no blood or
legal tie. An example would be a woman
who has lived with a partner who is not the
father/mother of her child for a number of
years. When the relationship ﬁnishes the
partner may still want to be considered
as a mother or father to the child even
though s/he never adopted the child nor is
biologically related. Having raised the child
as a parent for a number of years the partner
does not necessarily want to terminate the
relationship with the child but just with the
mother. Numerous cases are using in loco
parentis as a reason to have visitation rights
with these children.
As a constantly evolving concept in
loco parentis is an ancient idea and here
to stay and develop as our societies
develop.
This article is one of a series provided by
the Centre for Applied Legal Studies, Wits
University. For further information contact
Phillipa Tucker at 011 717 8600.
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Going loco
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Campaign and organise!
Some reﬂections from the election trail
By Blade Nzimande,
SACP General Secretary

in a panic, and some of their members are
beginning to embark on violence against the
ANC.
The SACP in KZN has also made its
own contribution by opening up what can
be called “virgin” territory, thus creating
the conditions for the ANC to build its
own structures in those areas. The SACP
campaigns on land and agrarian reform, the
credit bureaux, on access to health, and on
public transport have really had an impact in
signiﬁcant sections of the IFP constituencies
in a number of rural areas. This has had
a positive impact in terms of accessing
members and voters in some of those areas,
thus contributing enormously to the ANC’s
election campaign.
However, a matter of serious concern in
some of these rural KZN areas is the attitude
of sections of the police towards SACP and
ANC activities. For example, in one area
of Mtubatuba where the ANC lost a recent
by-election by a mere 27 votes – with a
huge increase in ANC voters – the police
attempted to stop an SACP red forum of
about 200 people, on the grounds that we had
not sought permission from the local council.
There is no such legal requirement for
the size of meeting we were having. This was
clearly an attempt to subject SACP and ANC
meetings to approval by IFP councillors,
thus preventing us from campaigning in
those areas

O

ur SACP election programme
in support of an overwhelming
ANC victory on 22 April is now
fully in swing. Without by any means being
complacent about our work, it is indeed
heartening that there continues to be huge
support for the ANC, and in some areas it is
deﬁnitely going to increase.
Whilst participating in ANC election
structures and doing work in all the areas
where we have SACP structures and
beyond, the SACP has decided to give
particular attention to rural areas, informal
settlements, and sectoral work amongst
workers, informal traders, co-operatives
and in other sectors where we have rooted
ourselves through our Red October
Campaign since 2000.
It is therefore important to oﬀer some
reﬂections thus far to further strengthen our
work, and most importantly point to tasks
we have to undertake beyond the elections.
The SACP’s electoral strategy places a lot
of emphasis on quickly acting on the many
challenges and problems facing our people
on the ground, whether it be the need for
IDs or birth certiﬁcates, service delivery
problems, UIF claims, etc.
Responding immediately to issues
wherever possible is very important
rather than deferring them till after the
elections. This in itself is an important
method of convincing our people about our
commitment to a better life for all.

Challenges in South Africa’s
“white” countryside
Another dimension of our campaign is that
of seeking to strengthen, revive and build
community structures in line with our 2008
Red October Campaign, as well as laying the
ground work for trade union recruitment,
especially on white-owned farms.
For instance, in a rural area called
Granspan in the Northern Cape Province,
we laid the foundations for the formation
of a People’s Land Committee to attend to
the many problems facing farm-dwellers in
that area. Amongst some of the immediate
challenges in the area are unsettled land
claims, lack of support for emerging farmers
and lack of other basic services.
In many farming areas predominantly
owned by white farmers, the councillors are
from the Democratic Alliance (DA). These
DA councillors are completely oblivious
to the many problems facing black farmworkers and farm-dwellers. Instead many of
these councillors, if not farmers themselves,
are only defending the interests of the white
farmers.
It is no surprise, therefore, that the DA
has only raised issues relating to crime
against white farmers, which must indeed be
strongly condemned, but they are very silent
on the many injustices faced by, and violence
directed at, black farm-workers and their
communities.

The 2009 election campaign: A school
for deepening transformation of local
government
We should openly and honestly take to heart the many issues raised by people about the state
of local government, capacity to deliver, and the quality of councillors we have in various areas.

In the Northern Cape, we also
experienced ﬁrst-hand some of the
diﬃculties faced by black small-scale
farmers. For instance, many of these farmers
complained about the fact that they get paid
less for their produce by the big, whiteowned agricultural co-operatives and other
agro-processing entities, compared to white
farmers with the same quality of produce.
This illustrates the extent to which the
colonial economic trajectory remains ﬁrmly
rooted in key sectors of our economy,
especially in agriculture.
One area we have visited that deserves
particular mention is an area called De
Deur in the mid-Vaal in Gauteng. This area
is still plagued by illegal evictions of black
farm-dwellers and unbearable conditions
under which farm-workers live. On one
farm, owned by a well-known owner of
racehorses, workers live in what were horses’
stables before.
No improvements have been made to
these structures, and as a result they have
no windows or any ablution facilities
whatsoever, and people literally go to the
nearest bushes to relieve themselves, in the
middle of Gauteng, the richest province of
South Africa!

Another key observation from De Deur is
the increasing replacement of South African
workers by workers from neighbouring
countries, especially Zimbabwe and Lesotho.
This is clearly a strategy to maximise
the exploitation of the working class in
the countryside, and a strategy aimed at
undermining trade union organisation as
these workers feel vulnerable to summary
expulsion and therefore not easy to organise.
The one important lesson from the above
is that it is of critical importance to draw
in Food and Allied Workers’ Union leaders
and organisers into election teams when
campaigning in these areas.
In addition, the Labour Department
needs to speciﬁcally target such areas and
conduct high-proﬁle blitzes by labour
inspectors as part of ensuring that labour
laws are implemented by white farmers and
that minimum basic services are provided.

Signiﬁcant inroads in rural
KwaZulu-Natal
It is indeed heartening that the ANC is
making signiﬁcant inroads in rural KZN,
especially in those areas that were IFP
strongholds and no-go areas. It is no wonder
that the IFP, in areas like Nongoma, is really

It is clear and perhaps inevitable that many
of the issues we are dealing with during this
campaign are about the state, particularly
challenges in local government. So we need
to learn appropriate lessons about the many
challenges to deepen transformation of local
government.
We should openly and honestly take
to heart the many issues raised by people
about the state of local government, capacity
to deliver, and the quality of councillors
we have in various areas. It is going to be
important for the Alliance, immediately
after the elections, to honestly compare
notes on this matter and compile a
comprehensive picture about the state of our
local government.
Put diﬀerently, we must approach this
campaign as a school to prepare us for the
2011 local government elections. But this
must go beyond just preparing for the 2011
election campaign. It must centrally be
about the transformational challenges we
face at local government level.
For instance, we need to get a clear
picture of the extent to which ANC
councillors are practically honouring the
pledge they made when they were elected
in 2006, including holding at least quarterly
community meetings.
Let all communists deepen and advance
elections work – with and for the workers
and the poor!
Asikhulume!
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Access to quality education for all.
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VOTE ANC
A BETTER LIFE FOR ALL
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WORKING TOGETHER
WE CAN DO MORE.
To receive regular election
updates on your cellphone,
sms ‘MYANC’ to 33028.
To get involved, go to
www.myanc.org.za.
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